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Who are npower renewables?

 npower renewables is the UK based renewables development and

operation company and is a subsidiary of RWE Innogy

 RWE Innogy was formed on 1st February 2008 and is a European wide

renewables organisation

 NRL currently operates 17 hydroelectric stations and 21 wind farms in the

UK

 NRL has 692MW currently in operation or construction.

 RWE Innogy has ambitious plans wanting to triple its current installed

capacity (1.3GW) by 2012 and exceed 10 GW by 2020

 With intentions to invest at least €1b pa from 2008 onwards
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NRL’s involvement in South West

 Currently operate the Bears Down onshore wind farm

– Operational since 2001

– 9 turbines with generating capacity of 9.6MW

 Recently submitted applications for Batsworthy Cross to D.C.C

– Up to 9 turbines with a capacity of around 18MW

– WithinArea of Search for Strategic Wind Farm Development

 NRL also working with Bristol-based Marine Current Turbines Limited -

10.5MW tidal stream project in Anglesey Skerries.

 Also working on a number of other potential sites in the South West

which should lead to applications in the coming years.
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Energy policy and the need for offshore
wind

 Climate change is now universally recognised as the most serious challenge that our

society faces today

 UK central Government targets:

• 10% of electricity from renewables by 2010

• 15% by 2015

• Ambitions for 20% by 2020

 UK government also faces a legally binding target to source 15% of all energy (heat,

transport and electricity) from renewable sources from 2020.

 ‘In order to meet this, a lions share of UK’s electricity, perhaps as much as 45% will need

to come from renewables’ (BWEA, 2008)

 Government and industry agree that offshore wind the most appropriate technology to

deliver the majority of these targets
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Offshore Wind in the England and Wales
to date

 To date there has been two rounds of offshore wind development within English and Welsh

waters.

 These rounds of development have been lead by DECC and the Crown Estate.

 The Crown Estate own:

– approx 55% of the foreshore;

– most of the seabed out to 12nm territorial limit;

– Energy rights with the Renewable Energy Zone (REZ) out to the 200nm limit of the
continental shelf

 Both rounds made of up a competitive tender process with successful bidders given development

rights over areas of the seabed by the CE.

 CE then provide a full lease for a development once all the necessary consents have been

received.
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Round 1
Offshore Wind
 Round 1 announced in 1999

 18 sites, at 13 locations awarded in 2001

 Sites allocated around all of the UK coast but

within 12nm limit

 Maximum of 30 turbines each

 10 km2 maximum area

 Demonstration sites, lead-in to larger offshore

sites

 NRL completed construction of North Hoyle 2004

and are currently constructing Rhyl Flats
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Round 2 Offshore Wind

 In November 2002 DECC issued consultation
document ‘Future Offshore’ which outlined the strategic
framework for the expansion of offshore wind.

 Following this document a Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) was initiated

 SEA lead to 3 strategic areas being opened to tender in
2003

 The strategic areas were selected due to having the
following characteristics:

– good wind speeds

– available grid access

– shallow water

 Coastal exclusion zone, 8km – 13km applied around
coast of each strategic area.
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Round 2 Offshore Wind

 Round 2 designed with the first fully commercial
projects in mind.

 As a result bidders were allowed to:

– tender for sites of any size/capacity

– outside 12nm limit as long as within strategic
areas.

 15 sites awarded in 2003

 Total combined capacity of R2 sites awarded 7.2GW -

equivalent to powering 1 in 6 UK households

 npower renewables awarded 750MW Gwynt y Môr site
and 1,200MW Triton Knoll site in December 2003
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Offshore Wind to 2020 - Round 3

 No Round 1 or Round 2 sites allocated in the South West

 Combined capacity of sites allocated in Round 1 and Round 2
8.8GW

 For Government to achieve it’s renewable energy targets it is
recognised that significant further development capacity needs
to be allocated.

 As a result DECC initiated a UK Offshore Energy SEA in
December 2007

 Following this the CE announced plans for Round 3 in June
2008

 Aim of Round 3 to award sufficient capacity so that an additional
25GW of offshore wind can be developed by 2020.
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Offshore Wind to 2020 - Round 3

 Round 3 to cover sites within English and
Welsh waters but also Scottish waters outside
Territorial Limit.

 In announcing Round 3 CE also identified 11
potential Development Zones following an
internal constraints mapping exercise

 CE constraints mapping looked at areas with
water depths up to 60m and included
consideration of:

– hard constraints - oil and gas platforms,
other wind farms etc and;

– soft constraints - fish spawning grounds,
bird foraging areas etc

 CE indicated that development to be

undertaken through these exclusive zones
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Round 3 and the South West

 With no single sites outside zones being considered

 The CE also noted that the zones identified were

only indicative

 Initial areas identified by the CE included 3

development zones in the South West

– Bristol Channel zone

– North Cornwall zone

– Lyme Bay zone

 These zones represented 21.4% of the total

development zone area identified.

Bristol Channel Zone

North Cornwall Zone

Lyme Bay Zone
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Round 3 and the South West

 The CE issued the invitation to tender

documents for Round 3 in September and

along with these documents issued a 2nd

Development Zone map.

 2nd revision of the map only includes an

amended Bristol Channel zone

 North Cornwall and Lyme Bay zones have

disappeared - due to water depths and

potential landscape and visual impacts?

 Significant portions of both zones > 40m in

depth considered by industry to represent a

challenge for construction for 2020
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Offshore Wind to 2020 - Round 3

 Possible that there will be further amendments to the development zones after SEA report published

 SEA report to be published for consultation in January 2009

 Possible North Cornwall and Lyme Bay could be reintroduced for Round 3?

 However Offshore Energy SEA looking beyond Round 3 and 2020 - North Cornwall and Lyme Bay

potential areas for the future?

 In parallel to the SEA deadline for tender submissions for Round 3 is March 2009

 With zone awards expected during 2009.
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Atlantic Array

 NRL brought the development assets for Atlantic

Array from Farm Energy in September 2008.

 Farm Energy have been progressing the

development of an offshore wind farm in Bristol

Channel since 2005 – Pre the R3 process initiated.

 NRL retained Zero Carbon Marine to support

development of the site.

 The proposed Atlantic Array site

– 1500MW

– Up to 350km2 within the outer Bristol
Channel

– Up to 40m depth

– Approx 20km to nearest shores of South
Wales, North Devon and 15km to Lundy
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Atlantic Array

 In purchasing Farm Energy's development assets

NRL’s has a grid connection for the project into

Alverdiscott 400kV substation for 2014.

 Npower renewables are currently reviewing the

proposed Atlantic Array site in light of the revised

CE development zone.

 Intending to bid for the zone in March 2009 as

part of the CE Round 3 tender process..

 Npower renewables aim to take Atlantic Array

forward as the ‘early mover’ project for Round 3

 Aim to submit the necessary consent applications

in 2010 with a view to starting construction in

2013.
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Questions?
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www.npower-renewables.com/gwyntymor


